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The Big Picture is an excellent
produces

posters, videos

and

publication from the Wellcome Trust. Along with the magazine, the company

other resources

aimed at students studying for GCSEs and A level. For each

of the following topics, you are going to use the resources to produce

Topic 1: The Cell .

one page of notes :

Available at: http://bigpictureeducation.com/cell

The cell is the building block of life. Each of us starts from a single cell, a zygote, and grows into a complex
organism made of trillions of cells. In this issue, we explore what we know – and what we don’t yet know –
about the cells that are the basis of us all and how they reproduce, grow, move, communicate and die.
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Topic 2: The Immune System .

Available at: http://bigpictureeducation.com/immune

The immune system is what keeps us healthy in spite of the many organisms and substances that can do us
harm. In this issue, explore how our bodies are designed to prevent potentially harmful objects from getting
inside, and what happens when bacteria, viruses, fungi or other foreign organisms or substances breach these
barriers

Topic 3: Exercise, Energy and Movement .

Available at: http://bigpictureeducation.com/exercise-

energy-and-movement
All living things move. Whether it’s a plant growing towards the sun, bacteria swimming away from a toxin or
you walking home, anything alive must move to survive. For humans though, movement is more than just
survival – we move for fun, to compete and to be healthy. In this issue we look at the biological systems that
keep us moving and consider some of the psychological, social and ethical aspects of exercise and sport.

Topic 4: Populations.

Available at: http://bigpictureeducation.com/populations

What’s the first thing that pops into your mind when you read the word population? Most
likely it’s the ever-increasing human population on earth. You’re a member of that population, which is the
term for all the members of a single species living together in the same location. The term population isn’t
just used to describe humans; it includes other animals, plants and microbes too. In this issue, we learn more
about how populations grow, change and move, and why understanding them is so important.

Topic 5: Health and Climate Change .

Available at: http://bigpictureeducation.com/health-and-climate-

change
The Earth’s climate is changing. In fact, it has always been changing. What is different now is the speed of
change and the main cause of change – human activities. This issue asks: What are the biggest threats to
human health? Who will suffer as the climate changes? What can be done to minimise harm? And how do we
cope with uncertainty?

USEFUL ONLINE LINKS:
Why Bees are Disappearing.

Available at:

http://www.ted.com/talks/marla_spivak_why_bees_are_disappearing?language=en
Honeybees have thrived for 50 million years, each colony 40 to 50,000 individuals coordinated in
amazing harmony. So why, seven years ago, did colonies start dying en-masse?

Growing New Organs.

Available at:

http://www.ted.com/talks/anthony_atala_growing_organs_engineering_tissue?language=en
Anthony Atalla's state-of-the-art lab grows human organs — from muscles to blood vessels to bladders,
and more.

TWITTER AND FACEBOOK:
Follow on Twitter:
Commander Chris Hadfield – former resident aboard the International Space Station:

@cmdrhadfield

Tiktaalik roseae – a 375 million year old fossil fish with its own Twitter account!

@tiktaalikroseae

NASA’s Voyager 2 – a satellite launched nearly 40 years ago that is now travelling beyond our
Solar System:

@NSFVoyager2

Neil dGrasse Tyson – Director of the Hayden Planetarium in New York:

@neiltyson

Sci Curious – feed from writer and Bethany Brookshire tweeting about good, bad and weird
neuroscience:

@scicurious

The SETI Institute – The Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence, be the first to know what they
find!

@setiinstitute

Phil Plait – tweets about astronomy and bad science:

@badastronomer

Virginia Hughes – science journalist and blogger for National Geographic, keep up to date with
neuroscience, genetics and behaviour:

@virginiahughes

Maryn McKenna – science journalist who writes about antibiotic resistance:

@marynmck

Find on Facebook:

Nature

- the profile page for nature.com for news, features, research and events from Nature

Publishing Group

Marin Conservation Institute

– publishes the latest science to identify important marine

ecosystems around the world.

National Geographic

- since 1888, National Geographic has travelled the Earth, sharing its

amazing stories in pictures and words.

Science News Magazine

- Science covers important and emerging research in all fields of

science.

BBC Science News

- The latest BBC Science and Environment News: breaking news, analysis and

debate on science and nature around the world.

TV AND FILM:
Gorillas in the Mist (1988)
An absolute classic that retells the true story of the life and work of Dian Fossey and her work studying
and protecting mountain gorillas from poachers and habitat loss. A tear jerker.

Inherit The Wind (1960)
Great if you can find it. Based on a real life trial of a teacher accused of the crime ofteaching Darwinian
evolution in school in America. Does the debate rumble on today?

Lorenzo’s Oil (1992)
Based on a true story. A young child suffers from an autoimmune disease. The parents research and
challenge doctors to develop a new cure for his disease.

There are some great TV series and box sets available too, you might want to check out: Blue Planet,
Planet Earth,

The Ascent of Man, Catastrophe, Frozen Planet, Life Story, The Hunt and Monsoon.

WIDER READING:
Junk DNA.

Our DNA is so much more complex than you probably realize,

this book will really deepen your understanding of all the work you will
do on Genetics. Available at amazon.co.uk

Frankenstein’s cat.

Discover how glow in the dark fish are made and

more great Biotechnology breakthroughs. Available at amazon.co.uk

A Short History of Nearly Everything.

A whistle-stop tour through many

aspects of history from the Big Bang to now. This is a really accessible
read that will re-familiarise you with common concepts and introduce
you to some of the more colourful characters from the history of
science! Available at amazon.co.uk

For further information please contact the Sixth Form team (P16@emmanuel.nottingham.sch.uk)
who will be happy to forward your email to the relevant department.

